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 ―Focusing on Assessment/Evaluation of Thinking Ability, Judgment Ability, and 
Expression Ability― 
 
Isao SHIMADA (Nippon Sport Science University) 
 
The educational assessment/evaluation theory syllabus in this Graduate School of Education 
contains the following three content areas: first, to gather representative assessment methods; 
second, to analyze the ingenuity of those assessment methods; and third, to verify newly conceived 
assessment methods in classes. Therefore, in this paper, in order to respond to this syllabus, I will 
study four topics: firstly, what assessment/evaluation is; secondly, what an "authentic assessment" 
is; thirdly, how we can evaluate thinking ability, judgment ability, and expressive ability; and 
fourthly, the syllabus of the three content areas of educational assessment /evaluation theory from 
the perspective of mathematics education. The results indicate that educational 
assessment/evaluation involves ascertaining the actual condition of students, improving teacher 
guidance, preparing plans for future guidance, and increasing students’ self-assessment ability and 
students’ motivation to learn. "Authentic assessment" involves evaluating the ability of students to 
solve problems when they are assigned an "authentic problem." To investigate students' thinking 
ability, we investigate how students think when they solve authentic problems in mathematics. 
Regarding the first area of the syllabus, the following three examples were collected: assessment 
research using "open-ended problems" by Shimada (1977); assessment research using "performance 
problems" by Matsushita (2016); and assessment research using "B-type problems of national 
academic ability research" by the Ministry of Education (2007). Regarding the second area of the 
syllabus, in the three selected examples above, I clarified the idea of the following assessment 
methods: diversity included in the problem, formative assessment method, diagnostic assessment 
method, assessment method using a rubric, and making standards for analyzing descriptions. 
Regarding the third area of the syllabus, I will introduce assessment research (Shimada, 2017a；
Shimada & Baba, 2016) as a new assessment method. 
 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  島田 （1977）のオープンエンドな問題には，「数
値化の問題 （How to measure）」，「分類の問題 
（How to classify）」，「きまり発見の問題 （How to 
find）」の 3つのタイプがある。本稿では，この中
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